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ABSTRACT 
Technology and its social value have significantly changes the global village to the extent of information in single hand taking 
forward to the best level of path of information technology. These days If we look forward to the Industrial of Domain of 
Information Technology has changed a lot to social value media of software development either a service based or a product 
based organization, there would be good and healthy competition leads to today’s magnificent world to be better look and 
having the best of best to next level of research. If we consider the Wikipedia and text content may or may not be accurate, but 
looking to nest level it’s a free and open source no revenue getting generated and lastly informatics one. But now question 
came into mind that is it developed to best of technology which is changing environment, do think so, Hence we considered the 
accuracy and fast ontology based annotation to make the significant value to the nest level by putting the best flow architecture 
in the annotation of text or any content but limited to some symbols. 
Index Terms:- Annotation, Grammar, Ontology, Comparison 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Annotation stands for the process of describing images, and retrieval stands for the process of finding images. The two 
major approaches to image retrieval are content based image retrieval that analyzes the actual image data, and 
metadata-based approach that retrieves images based on human-annotated metadata. Also relevance feedback has been 
used in image retrieval complementing text-based systems. In this paper the retrieval is done by using the annotated 
metadata, and not the content-based analysis or relevance feedback. The research problem is: “How should the 
metadata be created and what kind of system could interpret the metadata to make it easy to find images for an average 
user.  
 

 
Fig.1.1 Overview of Annotation Based Ontological Search 

The word ontology comes from the Greek words onto (being) and logos (study): Ontologyis the study of being. On some 
occasions ontology is treated as a synonym formetaphysics, domain, or context. The process starts from acquirement of 
domain knowledge, possibly with the aid of domain experts. When new information is received the oncologist can build 
a prototype, possibly consulting the programmers. The prototype is then evaluated by the client to decide how to refine 
it. If client evaluation is not needed the oncologist can proceed by gathering more information that is added into the 
ontology. The ontology can be refined also according to the client’s feedback without acquiring domain knowledge 
from anywhere else. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
The usual case is that the annotator has a number of fields where the required values can be set. Some fields take text as 
value and some take values like integer, boolean, date, etc. Some values might be more or less predefined. There might 
be a menu with a number of color options associated to a field, and properties like length could be constrained into the 
metric system. Many systems require giving proper values to certain fields before accepting an annotation. Then again 
all fields do not have to be given values because these might not be essential or there possibly does not exist values for 
all the fields with all the annotated items. 

 
Fig.2.1 Relational Model for world of perceptional Fact 

Ontology-based design is the only way to construct structure-based systems, and in general structure-based systems can 
be called ontology-based systems. The methods explained here are on very general level and ontologies have to be 
understood to thoroughly understand the structure-based paradigm. From a human point of view, the individual 
particulars are those things that a human would approximately consider as a unique as semblance of physical and 
abstract things that is so unique that there cannot be two absolutely identical of the same kind, or if there are; these too 
can be enumerated and called individuals. The particulars are often concrete, like individual humans, stars, and 
planets, but also all the categories can be called individuals. Every category and ontology is unique: if there are two 
ontologies that are not identical, then they are individual, and if two ontologies are identical, then they are the same 
individual ontology. And every category is unique, because there is no other category in it’s specific place in some 
ontology, of which all are unique. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The metadata that describes images can be roughly divided in two parts. One part concerns the concepts that give 
information about the creator of the image, tools used in the process of creating the image, art style of the image and 
the artist, price, and other explicit properties of the image. The other part describes what is actually in the image, the 
implicit properties that can be understood by perception the image itself. These two parts cannot be cleanly separated, 
and both have to be taken into account when analyzing an image.In the retrieval sense, photos that are annotated with 
plain text behave similarly toplain text documents because both contain text, which can be exploited by 
conventionaltext-based retrieval techniques. 

 
Fig.3.1. Architecture Flow of the Text and Grammar Based Content Mapping 
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The generic text-based information retrieval is carried on so that first a user types aquery that consists of 1 to n 
keywords into a query field of a search interface. The searchengine compares the keywords with a set of documents 
gathered from a database andgives them priority values. For example, if the keyword is book, document A containstwo 
instances of book and document B contains only one instance, then a gets a higherpriority. The documents are 
presented to the user, highest priority first.When the size and amount of the documents grows, the classical problems of 
text-basedinformation retrieval start rising. Irrelevant documents are retrieved and the user has touse time filtering the 
information again, usually by browsing through the search results.The fitness of generic text-based retrieval is depicted. 
When the recallgets higher the precision gets lower, and when precision gets higher. The retrievers usually do not have 
to give values to all the fields of the search interface to find the wanted images and can be totally unaware of the system 
beforehand, when in contrast the annotators are usually trained for the job. When the annotator sets a certain value to a 
field like integer 1, the retrievers can possibly query a certain range of values such as integers between [0 10], all dates 
between years 1500-2000, and character strings just as with the text-based paradigm. Again, the use of an agreed 
vocabulary helps to find the wanted images, and in contrast, using incorrect vocabulary might make the search very 
hard. Fields with pre-defined value specifications are very helpful when the vocabulary used in the annotation process 
in unknown. It would be very time-consuming and unnecessary to always give values to all the possible fields if there 
are many of these. One simple way of executing a field-based search is to first give values to only a few fields and start 
the search. If the precision is too low the retriever can set more constraints by giving values for a few more fields or 
giving more accurate values for some fields. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Technology and its implementation have its own build in feature as of changes common in the industry of Information 
technology. All ontologies describe and relate entities in different ways, but still the boundaries of the description power 
of any ontology remains the same. No matter what kind of formal language is used in constructing ontology or creating 
queries. Looking forward for the enhancement which in term will be done by one or more is the Security mechanism 
involved in the open data source content of accuracy. 
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